Yellow light promotes the growth and accumulation of bioactive flavonoids in Epimedium pseudowushanense.
The plant species of the genus Epimedium L. are well-known traditional Chinese medicinal herbs with special therapeutic effects on human beings and animals in invigorating sexuality and strengthening muscles and bones. In large-scale cultivating Epimedium that is a typical shade plant species, they are arbitrarily covered with black colored shade nets. However, their optimal growth conditions, especially light, are still less understood. During the investigation of different light qualities on the growth of Epimedium pseudowushanense, it was found that, all the values of plant growth characteristics (except shoot number) and photosynthetic characteristics were lower under red, yellow, or blue light treatment than under white light treatment. However, yellow light treatment had beneficial effects on shoot number, dry biomass (per plant) as well as net photosynthesis rate (Pn) and maximal apparent quantum efficiency (AQY) in E. pseudowushanense when compared with red or blue light treatment. More importantly, we found that E. pseudowushanense accumulated higher levels of bioactive flavonoids under yellow light treatment than under white, red, or blue light treatment. Furthermore, both RNAseq and qPCR analyses revealed that yellow light could highly up-regulate the expression levels of flavonoid biosynthetic genes, in particular CHS1, F3H1, PT_5, and raGT_5 that possibly contributed to the enhanced accumulation of bioactive flavonoids in E. pseudowushanense. Taken together, our study revealed that yellow light is the optimal light for the growth of E. pseudowushanense. Our results provided key information on how to improve the cultivation condition and concurrently enhance the accumulation of bioactive flavonoids in E. pseudowushanense.